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Abstract: The target damage assessment when a projectile is attacking a ground target under uncertain
information is a difficult problem to solve, because the intersection-relative position of the projectile
and target is a random distribution and the target damage is also uncertain in the intersection
confrontation between projectile and target. This paper regards the projectile and target as two
participants of the zero-sum non-cooperative confrontation game and studies an offensive/defensive
game damage strategy modeling method when the projectile meets the target under uncertain
information. According to the information of both the projectile and the target, from the perspective
of the gain of the projectile attacking the ground target and the gain of the ground target defense,
this paper establishes the indicator function of offensive/defensive game of projectile and target
intersection under uncertain information and constructs the payoff matrix of the confrontation game
between the projectile and the target. The Nash equilibrium of the game is obtained by combining
the particle swarm optimization algorithm and the interval number multiple attribute ranking
method in the case of uncertain information, and then, a new optimal damage assessment strategy
method of Offensive/Defensive Game of projectile and target is gained, the method to solve the
Nash equilibrium value of the payment matrix is given. Simulations are performed to validate the
feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed game damage strategy model and the solution method.

Keywords: damage assessment; projectile; target; Nash equilibrium; uncertain information
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1. Introduction

The damage assessment of the intersection of the projectile and target has improved
from how to effectively assess the damage of the warhead fragments formed by different
projectile proximity distribution to target and how to evaluate the guidance effect of
the interaction between the detection ability and communication ability of the projectile
proximity. On the one hand, when multiple projectiles attack the target, the echo energy
formed by the projectiles in the process of approaching the target will increase with the
decrease in the detection distance. The echo information detection device of the projectiles
will obtain enough detonation control information, and control projectiles to explode,
thus forming a warhead fragment group. On the other hand, in addition to passively
detecting the echo information of targets, advanced projectile guidance is embedded with a
communication module, which can detect the distance information between targets through
multiple projectiles. Through multiple projectile communication, the nearest target can
be found to be damaged by the initiation explosion of projectiles, while other projectiles
do not detonate, but continue to move forward, waiting for the next stage to meet new
targets, and then detonate. Thus, the effectiveness of multiple projectiles on targets is
optimized and improved. Based on these two aspects, the damage of multiple projectiles
to targets is a very important research point, which is also the mainstream trend of the
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current development of smart projectiles. From the point of view of targets, because the
projectiles have the ability to selectively guide the targets, the targets also have the ability
to control the mobile movement, so the targets are selective defense capabilities, and also
have the ability to attack the projectiles coming from the air. Therefore, the target damage
evaluation of the intersection of projectiles and targets has been reflected in the damage
decision evaluation reasoning of the confrontation game between the two sides, which is
an important research topic at present.

For the damage test of the projectile attack against the target, it is difficult to obtain
relatively accurate warhead fragment distribution parameters. At present, the damage
test mainly uses high-speed photography to obtain the explosion position of the projectile.
The warhead fragment distribution parameters are available, but the attack angle at the
moment of the projectile explosion is also unavailable, which leads to the uncertainty
of the warhead fragment distribution trend formed by the projectile explosion and is
difficult to obtain in specific tests. This is also a difficult study problem at home and
abroad. The damage effect of the projectile on the target needs to be evaluated with real
data. However, in the battlefield environment, there is no comparison of the complete
equipment to obtain the dispersion law, the kinetic energy and momentum, the attitude
angle, the volume and other parameters of warhead fragments formed by the explosion
of the projectile in the current test. Therefore, determining how to evaluate the damage
effect of the projectile on the target is still a difficult point in the existing test of projectile
proximity explosion position and target damage. This is a recognized problem, and it is
also an urgent problem to be solved in the current damage evaluation of projectile to target.
Due to the different intersection posture of the projectile and target intersection and the
deviation of the projectile guidance control, the explosion position of the projectile fuze
is a random uncertain state, resulting in the probability that the warhead fragment group
attacking the target is a fuzzy datapoint. Some scholars have also conducted some research
in this regard, for example, Wei et al. researched a comprehensive damage effectiveness
evaluation method based on fuzzy reasoning and used the fuzzy reasoning to evaluate the
damage effectiveness of ground targets [1]. Zhang et al. put forward a method of damage
effect analysis which was established to evaluate the damage of fragmentation warheads
on early-warning aircraft; the method considers the vulnerability model of mission systems
as well as the detection and detonation processes of proximity fuzes [2]. Qiao et al. studied
the damage assessment of a ship target by using a laser detection device to identify and
detonate intelligently at fixed altitude, and obtained the damage efficiency based on the
damage coverage method and fragments statistics method [3].

With the development of weapon equipment in the directions of long-distance, high
precision and high power, its structure has become complex, its types are more abundant,
and the performance parameters representing the weapon systems have exponentially
increased, which brings significant challenges to the finalization and identification test of
weapon equipment. Conducting the type identification test task reasonably and accurately
evaluating the system efficiency of weapons and equipment have become extremely chal-
lenging problems in the range test identification field [4]. In recent years, the target damage
test and evaluation, as an important part of weapon identification, has become a hot spot
in the development of weapon system target damage theory and test methods [5]. It is also
a bottleneck restricting the development of weapons in the directions of long-range, high
precision and high power [6]. Especially the target damage assessment test of projectile
and target (ground target) intersection. There are two main difficulties in the target damage
evaluation test of projectile and target intersection. First, there are many calculation param-
eters involved in target damage, and it is impossible to comprehensively obtain accurate
damage calculation data in many test environments. These data are characterized by the
uncertainty of information to a great extent. Thus, it is difficult to objectively evaluate
the target damage effect. Second, the environmental information of the target damage
test is mostly uncertain, which leads to the formation of an uncertain interval state when
the projectile attacks the target. Therefore, the characteristics of the projectile and target
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intersection show randomness, and it is difficult to adopt an inherent strategy to evaluate
the effectiveness of target damage. Moreover, the projectile uses its induction guidance
system to attack the target, making the target lose its combat ability. The relationship
between the projectile and the target is a confrontation game relationship. The target also
uses its perception and defense system to interfere with the projectile to form explosive
power in order to reduce the probability of damage. Therefore, the confrontation damage
between projectile and target has been upgraded to the game between them. The target
damage of missile-target intersection is an important guarantee for the current air defense
interception efficiency. Establishing the damage strategy model between the projectile and
the target under an uncertain environment is a difficult task. The missile-target intersection
game confrontation damage based on uncertain information is a new topic that has been
rarely reported in the literature.

Currently, the target damage evaluation method mainly focuses on the damage effec-
tiveness produced by the projectile hitting the target directly. It is active damage caused
by the projectile attacking the target. A damage assessment model of warhead fragment
based on shot-line technology has been developed in [7]. A new grey clustering evaluation
model has been implemented in [8] to evaluate the target damage ability of air defense
weapons. Si et al. [9] established the damage assessment method of fragmentation warhead
against airplane targets and analyzed the relation between the damage of components and
the damage of airplanes by a tree diagram to obtain the damage probability of airplanes by
the damage probability of components. Fu et al. [10] used the fragment centroid tracking
method to establish the calculation model of fragment distribution density and killing area,
and researched a comprehensive performance analysis system for numerical simulation of
blast-fragmentation warhead power field. In [11], authors established the battle damage
assessment function based on fuzzy and Bayesian theory and presented the method of
battle damage assessment under the uncertain environment based on the subpixel morpho-
logical anti-aliasing (SMAA) technique. They provided a new idea to solve the problem
of battle damage assessment in an uncertain information environment. Most of the target
damage calculation methods described above can obtain good results based on relatively
complete damage information parameters and the target damage effectiveness research
in these methods mainly considers the passive damage degree of the target. However, in
the calculation of projectile and target intersection damage on the battlefield, when the
projectile attacks the target, the target will also use its defense function to avoid the attack
of the projectile, or the attacked target produces a kind of defensive interference making the
incoming projectile lose its power. The relationship between the projectile and the target
can be attributed to a two-person zero-sum non-cooperative game state, which is different
from the existing unmanned ariel vehicle (UAV) confrontation game mechanism [12,13].
For the projectile side, its attack selectivity is passive and non-restorative, it is a one-time
attack and defense. While the UAV has the selectivity and restorability of attack state when
attacking the target [14]. When the search for the target fails, the UAV can restore the flight
state through its sensor, which is a repeatable and selective attack and defense.

Based on the above background, this paper studies the offensive/defensive game
damage strategy of projectile and target intersection under uncertain information. Starting
from the theoretical modeling of projectile and target intersection, using probability theory,
we search for the payment function of the offensive/defensive game between the projectile
and the target based on the opposite relationship between the benefit of the projectile
attacking the target and the benefit of the target defense the projectile. From the perspective
of the offensive/defensive characteristics of the projectile and the target, the payoff matrix
of the confrontation game between the projectile and the target under uncertain informa-
tion and the damage model of mixed strategy offensive/defensive game are established.
According to the quantitative value, using the Nash equilibrium value based on particle
swarm optimization algorithm, the payment matrix parameters of both sides of the game
are solved. The highlights and contributions of this paper are as follows:
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(1) The offensive/defensive confrontation between projectile and target is studied as a
typical two-person zero-sum non-cooperative game problem. The projectile and the
target are regarded as the two participants of game confrontation. According to the
interval information of various operational parameters collected by both projectile
and target, the game model of offensive/defensive confrontation between projectile
and target under uncertain information is established.

(2) The calculation functions of the benefits of the projectile attacking the target and
the benefits of the ground target defensing the projectile are established, then the
payment matrix function and the strategy set of offensive/defensive game between
the projectile and target are formed.

(3) According to the offensive/defensive characteristics of the projectile and the target, an
offensive/defensive game damage mixed strategy model under uncertain information
is established. Using the probability function of interval information and particle
swarm optimization algorithm, the Nash equilibrium value of game confrontation is
solved, so as to explore the game income between the projectile and the target, and
judge the damage results according to the equilibrium of the income. The possibility
degree function of interval information and the particle swarm optimization (PSO)
algorithm are used to solve the Nash equilibrium value of game confrontation in order
to explore the game profit between projectile and target, and determine the damage
result according to the balance of profit.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the two-person
zero-sum non-cooperative basic model of target damage under projectile and target inter-
section. Section 3 sets up the payoff function between projectile and target under uncertain
information. Section 4 researches the solution of the Nash equilibrium value of an of-
fensive/defensive game based on uncertain information. Section 5 gives the validation
method and calculation results. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Two-Person Zero-Sum Non-Cooperative Basic Model of Target Damage under
Projectile and Target Intersection

This paper mainly studies the offensive/defensive game damage method of a projectile
attacking ground armored targets, considering the projectile and the ground armored
vehicle as participants 1 and 2, respectively. Figure 1 is the schematic diagram that projectile
attack the ground targets.

Figure 1. The schematic diagram that projectile attack the ground armored targets.

In Figure 1,
→
v1 is the velocity which the projectile hits a ground armored target, and

→
v2

is the velocity at which a ground armored target moves.
The two-person zero-sum non-cooperative game model is represented by

G = {A1, A2; B1, B2; Z1, Z2}. In this paper, the ground armored targets are referred simply
as targets. In the above game model, A1 and A2 are the participants of the game, repre-
senting the attacker (projectile) and the defender (target), respectively; B1 is the strategy
set obtained by the projectile attacking the target, B2 is the strategy set obtained by the
target effectively defending the projectile, while Z1 and Z2 are the benefit function sets
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of projectile attacking and target defensing, respectively. Each participant has its own
policy sets that are composed of limited strategies. Suppose the strategy combination is
(Zl

1, Zk
2), the expected game payment values of participants 1 and 2 are f1(Zl

1, Zk
2) and

f2(Zl
1, Zk

2), respectively, and the sum of the two payment values is zero. Since Participant 1
and Participant 2 have a finite set of strategies, the sum of the payment values to any
combination of strategies of the two participants is zero, then the random matrix game is
also called a two-person finite zero-sum game [15–18].

The damage problem of the offensive/defensive game of the intersection of pro-
jectile and target can be regarded as the offensive/defensive game of Participant 1 and
Participant 2. Participant 1 is the projectile (attacker) and Participant 2 is the target (de-
fender). As the attacking party, the projectile intersects with the target to form an explosion
power fragment field, causing losses to the target. The purpose of the projectile attack is to
make the effective fragments formed by the projectile explosion achieve optimal damage
to the target. In this case, the projectile is considered to obtain the optimal benefit. When
the target finds the incoming projectile, it uses its defense system to interfere with the
projectile so that the projectile does not explode, or the projectile explodes before it reaches
the damage range of the target. This phenomenon is called projectile loss. Under this
condition, the target can maintain its survivability, which is called target revenue. In the
process of confrontation between the attacker and the defender, both sides are looking for
the optimal strategy to find the Nash equilibrium point of the game matrix.

Suppose Participant 1 (projectile side) has n projectiles, and the set is {U1, U2, · · ·Un}.
xij(i = 1, 2 · · · n, j = 1, 2 · · ·m) indicates the confrontation status of the projectile side. xij = 1
indicates that the i-th projectile of the projectile side attacks the j-th target, and xij = 0 indicates
that the i-th projectile is invalid to attack the target [19]. It can be regarded that the target
is in a defensive state, that is, the projectile does not form explosive power. When Partici-
pant 2 finds the threat of a projectile attack, it evaluates the battlefield situation and chooses
whether to counterattack the projectile to protect his position. The collection of the target side
is {D1, D2, · · · , Dm}. yji(i = 1, 2 · · · n, j = 1, 2 · · ·m) indicates the confrontation state of the
target. yji = 1 indicates that the j-th target effectively defends the i-th projectile, and yji = 0
indicates that the j-th target fails to effectively defend the i-th projectile. The strategy sets of the
projectile and the target sides are {x1, x2, · · · , xn} and {y1, y2, · · · , yn}, respectively.

3. Establishment of Payoff Function between Projectile and Target under Uncertain Information

3.1. Benefits of Projectile Attack on the Target

Assuming that the target value set is {v1, v2, · · · , vm} and the projectile value is
va. vmax is the maximum value of attack revenue of the launched projectile, that is,
vmax = max

1≤j≤m
vj. pij is the damage probability of the i-th projectile attacking the j-th

target, pij = [(p1
imin, p1

imax), (p2
imin, p2

imax), · · · , (pm
imin, pm

imax)], where (pj
imin, pj

imax) is the
damage interval probability of the i-th projectile to the j-th target. Then the income index
function Rij is:

Rij =
vj · pij − xij · va

vmax
(1)

If k projectiles are simultaneously attacking the j-th target, the revenue index function
is transformed into Rk

ij:

Rk
ij =

vj ·
k

∏
j=1

(1− pij)−
k
∑

j=1
xij · va

vmax
(2)

where xij = 1 indicates that the i-th projectile effectively attacks the j-th target; xij = 0
means that the i-th projectile fails to attack the j-th target.

When multiple projectiles attack the target, there is a certain distance between the
projectiles and the target. If the distance between the projectiles meets the launch and explosion
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conditions of the projectile’s guidance device, the projectiles will form certain warhead
fragments to successfully attack the target, which is called the effective attack target of
the projectiles. If the projectile is interfered with by the defense of the target, the distance
between the projectile and the target will make the projectile lose its guidance ability or the
explosion will have no impact on the target, that is, the projectile fails to effectively attack the
target. In order to objectively describe the game damage relationship between the projectile
and the target, the distance cost function of the missile-target intersection is introduced.

Assuming that dij represents the distance between the i-th projectile and the j-th
target. dmax is the maximum distance of the projectile explosion, dmax = max

1≤i≤n,1≤j≤m
dij,

then the intersection distance cost function of the i-th projectile damaging the j-th target is
Gij = dij/dmax. If k projectiles are attacking the j-th target at the same time, the intersection
distance cost function is transformed into:

Gk
ij =

1
k

k

∑
i=1

dij/dmax (3)

3.2. Target Defense Revenue

Assuming that the projectile value set is
{

v′1, v′2, · · · , v′n
}

, v′i is the value information of
the j-th target, i = 1, 2 · · · n. v′max is the maximum value of the target defense revenue, p′ij is
the interception probability of the i-th projectile for the j-th target,
p′ij = [(p1

jmin p1
jmax), (p2

jmin p2
jmax), · · · , (pn

jmin pn
jmax)] [20], where (pi

jmin pi
jmax) is the effec-

tive defense interval probability of the j-th target against the i-th projectile, vb is the target
value, then the cost index function R′ij of the i-th projectile defended by the j-th target is
defined as:

R′ij =
v′i · p′ij − yji · vb

v′max
(4)

If l targets are defending the i-th projectile at the same time, the defense cost index
function is transformed into R′ij

l that can be expressed as:

R′ij
l =

l
∑

i=1
v′i[1−

l
∏
i=1

(1− p′ij)]− yji · vb

l · v′max
(5)

where yji = 1 indicates that the j-th target effectively defends against the i-th projectile;
yji = 0 indicates that the j-th target fails to effectively defend against the i-th projectile.

3.3. Payoff Function of Offensive/Defensive Game between Projectile and Target

The payoff function of the damage of the i-th projectile to the j-th target is:

Fij = ω1 · Rij −ω2 · Gij − R′ij (6)

where ω1 and ω2 are the target value income index weight and the intersection distance
cost index weight, respectively, ω1 + ω2 = 1.

Considering that k projectiles simultaneously attack the j-th target, then the payment
function is:

Fk
ij = ω1 · Rk

ij −ω2 · Gij
k − R′ij

l (7)

Due to the uncertainty of information, each element in the calculated payment matrix
is an interval number, each row vector of the matrix corresponds to a pure strategy of the
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projectile, and each column corresponds to a pure strategy of the target. Then the payment
matrix F of both sides of the game [21] is defined as:

y1 y2 · · · yn

F =

x1
x2
...

xn


F11 F12 · · · F1n

F21 F22 · · · F2n
...

...
. . .

...
Fn1 Fn2 · · · Fnn

 =


(

f 11
min, f 11

max
) (

f 12
min, f 12

max
)
· · ·

(
f 1n
min, f 1n

max
)

(
f 21
min, f 21

max
) (

f 22
min, f 22

max
)
· · ·

(
f 2n
min, f 2n

max
)

...
...

...
...(

f n1
min, f n1

max
) (

f n2
min, f n2

max
)
· · · ( f nn

min, f nn
max)


(8)

where x1, x2, · · · , xn and y1, y2, · · · , yn refer to the strategies of the projectile attack and the
target defense, respectively. Fg1, Fg2, · · · , Fgn are the payment values of projectile attack
when the target defense adopts strategies of y1, y2, · · · , yn and the projectile attacker adopts
the strategy xg, g = 1, 2, · · · , n. These payment values are all interval numbers, which are

expressed as ( f g1
1 , f g1

2 ), ( f g2
1 , f g2

2 ), · · · , ( f gn
1 , f gn

2 ).

4. Solution of Nash Equilibrium Value of Offensive/Defensive Game Based on
Uncertain Information
4.1. Basic Concepts of Offensive/Defensive Game under Hybrid Strategy

Definition 1. Assuming that N is the set of participants participating in the game [22,23]. For
each participant i ∈ N, the pure strategy set of participant i is Si = {s1, s2, · · · , sm′} . If the
participant i chooses each pure strategy sk′ with probability xk′ , xi = (x1, x2, · · · , xm′) is called a

hybrid strategy of participant i. Among them, xk′ ≥ 0,
m′

∑
k′=1

xk′ = 1.

Definition 2. Assuming that x′ =
(
x′1, x′2, · · · , x′n

)
is a hybrid strategy situation of non-

cooperative game G. If for each i ∈ N and every xi ∈ Xi, there is Ei(x′‖xi ) ≤ Ei(x′),
i = 1, 2, · · · , n, x′ is called a hybrid strategy Nash equilibrium point of G and {Ei(x′)} is the
corresponding equilibrium result.

4.2. Solution Method of Nash Equilibrium Value of Payment Matrix of Both Sides of the Game

According to the definition of the possibility degree of interval number in uncertain
multiple attribute decision-making, the Nash equilibrium value of the payment matrix of
both sides of the game is solved using the interval possibility degree [24]. Assuming that
f1 = ( f L

1 , f U
1 ), f2 = ( f L

2 , f U
2 ), then the possibility degree of f1 > f2 is expressed as:

p f1> f2



1, f U
2 ≤ f L

1 ;

f U
1 − f U

2
f U
1 − f L

1
+

f U
2 − f L

1
f U
1 − f L

1
· f L

1 − f L
2

f U
2 − f L

2
+ 0.5 f U

2 − f L
1

f U
1 − f L

1
· f U

2 − f L
1

f U
2 − f L

2
, f L

2 < f L
1 < f U

2 ≤ f U
1 ;

f U
1 − f U

2
f U
1 − f L

1
+ 0.5 f U

2 − f L
1

f U
1 − f L

1
, f L

1 ≤ f L
2 < f U

2 ≤ f U
1 .

(9)

Correspondingly, the possibility degree of f2 > f1 can be represented as:

p f2> f1



0, f U
2 ≤ f L

1 ;

0.5 f U
2 − f L

1
f U
1 − f L

1
· f U

2 − f L
1

f U
2 − f L

2
, f L

2 < f L
1 < f U

2 ≤ f U
1

f L
2 − f L

1
f U
1 − f L

1
+ 0.5 f U

2 − f L
2

f U
1 − f L

1
, f L

1 ≤ f L
2 < f U

2 ≤ f U
1 .

(10)

Let Fg1 = ( f g1
1 , f g1

2 ), Fg2 = ( f g2
1 , f g2

2 ), · · · , Fgn = ( f gn
1 , f gn

2 ) be the payoff value of the
projectile attack when the targeted defender takes the strategy xg, while the target adopts
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strategies y1, y2, · · · , yn. Finally, the probability matrix of Formula (11) can be obtained by
comparing the interval number two by two:

Fg1 Fg2 · · · Fgn

f =

Fg1
Fg2

...
Fgn


− p12 · · · p1m
p21 − · · · p2m

...
...

. . .
...

pn1 pn2 · · · −

 (11)

In Formula (11), pij is the possibility degree of under Fgi > Fgj, pij = 1 − pij,
i, j ∈ {1, · · · , m}, i 6= j, pii = (′ − ′), means that there is no need to give any infor-
mation compared with the interval number Fgi, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} [25,26]. The matrix P
is a complementary judgment matrix. The value of pij is used to describe the degree to
which the interval payment Fgi is superior to the interval payment Fgj. When pij = 1, Fgi is
superior to Fgj. When pij = 0, Fgj is superior to Fgi.

4.3. Nash Equilibrium Solution Based on Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm

Assuming that the hybrid strategy of Participant 1 in the game is x ∈ {x1, x2, · · · , xm},
and the Nash equilibrium value can be obtained as:

v1 = max
x∈Xn

min
1≤j≤n

n

∑
i=1

Fijxi (12)

The single matrix Nash equilibrium can be transformed into a linear programming
problem. In the uncertain information environment, the gain value of each scheme is an

interval number, let H(x) = min
1≤j≤n

n
∑

i=1
Fijxi, thus Formula (12) can be transformed into a

mathematical programming problem, that is v = maxH(x).

s.t.


n
∑

i=1
Fijxi > H(x), j = 1, 2, · · · , n;

n
∑

i=1
xi = 1, xi > 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , n.

(13)

The solution of Nash linear programming is the optimal solution of Nash linear
programming. In this paper, the PSO algorithm is used to solve the single matrix game
problem with interval value [27]. Suppose that in an M-dimensional searching space
S ∈ RM and a population composed of n′ particles, the position of the j′ − th particle is
represented by an M-dimensional vector, that is Xj′ = (xj′1, xj′2, · · · , xj′M), the position of
a particle represents a candidate solution of the problem. The quality of these solutions is
determined by the fitness function value. The better the fitness function value, the better the
solution associated with it. At the same time, the fitness function is related to the objective
function that is generally set according to specific problems. The velocity of a particle is
also an M-dimensional vector, Vj′ = (vj′1, vj′2, · · · , vj′M). The best position encountered
during the flight of the j′ − th particle is a point in space S, which can be expressed as
Pj′ = (pj′1, pj′2, · · · , pj′M). ε represents the best position of the population obtained by the
particle swarm in the previous flight and pε represents the position of the best particle of
the population [28,29]. After iterative optimization and random search, the final solution
pε of the optimization problem is obtained. The iterative update calculation of particle
velocity and position is represented by Formula (14).

vj′d′(k′ + 1) = w′vj′d′(k′) + c1r1(pj′d′(k′)− xj′d′(k′))
+ c2r2(pεd′(k′)− xjd′(k′))

xj′d′(k′ + 1) = xj′d′(k′) + vj′d′(k′ + 1)
(14)
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In Formula (14), w′ is the inertia weight coefficient and is set to define the searching
range of the solution; d′ = 1, 2, · · · , m, j′ = 1, 2, · · · , n′, k′ is the current number of itera-
tions; c1 and c2 are the learning factors; r1 and r2 are two independent random functions
between (0, 1). The position and velocity variation ranges of the d′ − th dimensions are
[−xmaxd′ , xmaxd′ ] and [−vmaxd′ , vmaxd′ ], respectively. If xj′d′ exceeds the boundary value in
the iteration, it will be set as the boundary value −xmax or xmax [30].

The optimal particle of each individual is the best position that the corresponding
individual has reached, and its update method is:

(1) Assuming that the individual optimal particle of the previous generation is pε(t),
the current individual optimal particle is Pε(t + 1), and the newly generated particle
be Xj′(t + 1). If Pf (Xj′ (t+1))> f (Pε(t+1)) > 0.5, then Pε(t + 1) = Xj′(t + 1), where f (x)
represents the fitness function.

(2) If Pf (Xj′ (t+1))> f (Pε(t+1)) ≤ 0.5, then Pε(t + 1) = Pε(t).

The global optimal particle is the best position reached by all the current particles. The
possibility matrix is obtained by comparing the interval fitness of the individual optimal
particle of the current population. Then, the interval fitness is ranked according to the
complementary possibility matrix ranking method and the first is regarded as the global
optimal particle. The specific processing algorithm steps are as follows:

(1) In the entire search space, the randomly generated position and velocity are used to
initialize the particle swarm. Regarding the current particle as the individual optimal,
the corresponding fitness of each particle is obtained, and then the global optimal is
obtained according to the interval number ranking method.

(2) The particles are updated to obtain a new generation of particles and the corre-
sponding fitness of each particle is calculated. Each particle and its corresponding
individual optimal particle are sorted to obtain a new individual optimal particle and
all individual optimal particles are sorted to obtain a new global optimal particle.

(3) If the iteration termination condition is not satisfied, the particles are updated again,
the fitness of each particle is determined again. If the maximum number of iterations
is reached, the global optimal particle is output after the end of the cycle.

5. Calculation and Analysis

In order to fully verify the rationality of the theoretical model and calculation method
proposed in this paper, according to the theoretical dispersion law of warhead fragments
formed by the projectile explosion, we quantitatively calculate and analyze the damage
strategy studied according to the relative position of the projectile explosion relative to
the target measured in the shooting range. Based on the interval range of the projectile
explosion position, assuming that two projectiles are attacking two targets on the ground,
the damage interval probability of the target, when the projectiles attack the target, is shown
in Table 1. The defense probability of the two targets is shown in Table 2. Based on the data
in Tables 1 and 2, the strategy set of projectile attack and defense, as well as the strategy
set of target defense against projectiles, are established by Formulas (1)–(8). According to
the formed strategy set, the payment matrix of the projectile and target is calculated using
Formulas (9)–(11), and using the Nash equilibrium value of the particle swarm optimization
algorithm, the payment matrix parameters is solved. Through optimization measures, a
strategy of comparative advantage is formed, that is, using this confrontation strategy, the
projectile can obtain the best damage effect.

The value matrix of the two projectiles is va = [26,28], and the estimated value matrix of
the target interval is vb = [35.2,43.5]. The set of projectile attack strategies is {x1, x2, · · · , xn},
strategy x1 means that Projectiles 1 and 2 effectively attack Targets 1 and 2, respectively.
The strategy x2 indicates that Projectile 1 effectively attacks Target 1, and Projectile 2 attacks
Target 2 in an invalid state. The strategy x3 indicates that Projectile 1 attacks Target 1 in
an invalid state, and Projectile 2 effectively attacks Target 2. The strategy x4 indicates that
Target 1 attacked by Projectile 1 is in an invalid state, and Target 2 attacked by Projectile 2 is
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also in an invalid state. The strategy x5 means that Projectile 1 effectively attacks Target 2,
and Projectile 2 effectively attacks Target 1. The strategy x6 indicates that Projectile 1
effectively attacks Target 2 and Projectile 2 attacks Target 1 in an invalid state. The strategy
x7 indicates that Projectile 1 attacks Target 2 in an invalid state, and Projectile 2 effectively
attacks Target 1. Similarly, the strategy set of target defense against projectile attack is
{y1, y2, · · · , yn}: strategy y1 means that Target 1 effectively defends Projectile 1 and Target 2
effectively defends Projectile 1. The strategy y2 indicates that Target 1 effectively defends
Projectile 1, and Target 2 ineffective defends Projectile 1. The strategy y3 indicates that
Target 1 is invalid to defend Projectile 1, and Target 2 is effective to defend Projectile 1. The
strategy y4 indicates that Target 1 effectively defends Projectile 2 and Target 2 effectively
defends Projectile 1. The strategy y5 indicates that Target 1 can effectively defend against
Projectile 2, and Target 2 cannot defend against Projectile 1. The strategy y6 indicates that
Target 1 is invalid to defend Projectile 2, and Target 2 is effective to defend Projectile 1. The
strategy y7 indicates that Target 1 is invalid to defend Projectile 2, and Target 2 is invalid to
defend Projectile 1.

Table 1. Damage probability of the target when the two projectiles attack the two targets.

pij
Target Damage Probability

Target 1 Target 2

Target on defense Projectile 1 (0.25, 0.29) (0.18, 0.21)
Projectile 2 (0.22, 0.26) (0.15, 0.24)

Target is under attack Projectile 1 (0.56, 0.61) (0.68, 0.71)
Projectile 2 (0.48, 0.52) (0.52, 0.59)

Table 2. Probability of the two targets defending against the two projectiles.

p’
ij

Defense Probability

Projectile 1 Projectile 2

Projectile attack target Target 1 (0.12,0.16) (0.17,0.20)
Target 2 (0.18,0.23) (0.13,0.18)

Projectile ineffective
attack target

Target 1 (0.26,0.31) (0.22,0.27)
Target 2 (0.34,0.38) (0.31,0.36)

According to the payment function model of both projectile and target under uncertain
information, the payment game matrix between projectile and target can be calculated
as follows:

(29.6, 65.1) (21.2, 50.5) (30.1, 47.8) (23.4, 60.1) (22.8, 49.8) (33.7, 52.9) (42.4, 56.8)
(2.9, 18.2) (5.6, 18.4) (9.1, 21.3) (9.5, 18.8) (0.8, 12.3) (0.4, 10.7) (7.3, 15.6)
(15.9, 31.3) (11.4, 27.9) (22.1, 32.8) (16.6, 23.4) (19.3, 25.2) (9.8, 18.7) (26.1, 35.4)
(4.8, 19.8) (6.9, 21.0) (2.6, 14.2) (9.8, 22.3) (1.3, 32.1) (10.2, 15.6) (4.7, 9.5)
(26.3, 30.4) (18.3, 45.2) (22.4, 39.1) (30.5, 65.2) (18.5, 36.8) (27.3, 40.9) (30.2, 44.7)
(15.2, 37.1) (20.0, 36.4) (19.6, 27.7) (29.4, 38.1) (21.1, 40.5) (38.3, 51.2) (24.5, 37.9)
(18.4, 38.5) (8.9, 11.4) (0.88, 5.67) (−1.29, 18.2) (2.26, 18.8) (12.3, 20.1) (5.77, 21.3)


Using the PSO algorithm and the possibility formula of the interval, the variation

interval of projectile fitness value is obtained, as shown in Figure 2. The variation range of
target fitness value is obtained, as shown in Figure 3. In Figure 2, the black line represents
the change in the fitness of the projectile attacking the target, and the red line represents
the change in the fitness of the projectile defending the target. In Figure 3, the black line
represents the change in the fitness of the target defending projectiles, and the red line
represents the change in the fitness of the target attacking projectiles.
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Figure 2. Variation range of fitness value of projectile participant.

Figure 3. Variation range of fitness value of target participant.

Using the particle swarm optimization algorithm, through simulation calculation, we
can obtain the Nash equilibrium solution of the projectile side mixed strategy sets and the
target side mixed strategy sets, which are (0.485,0,0,0,0.515,0,0) and (0,0,0.491,0,0,0.509,0),
respectively, while the attack and defense strategies of missile-target intersection all adopt
the hybrid strategy set. The probabilities of the first and the fifth strategies are 0.485 and
0.515, respectively, and the probabilities of the other strategies are 0. Namely, the strategy
probability of x1 is 0.485 when Projectile 1 is selected to attack Target 1, Projectile 2 attacking
Target 2; and the strategy probability of x5 is 0.515 when Projectile 1 is selected to attack
Target 2, Projectile 2 attacking Target 1. The projectile gains the maximum benefit from
attacking the target. At the same time, for the target strategy set (0, 0, 0.491, 0, 0, 0.509, 0),
the probability of adopting the third and the sixth strategies for target defense are 0.491 and
0.509, respectively, and the others are 0. In other words, the strategy probability of selecting
Target 1 using invalid defense Projectile 1 and Target 2 using effective defense Projectile 1
is 0.491, and the probability of selecting Target 1 using invalid defense Projectile 2 and
Target 2 using effective defense Projectile 1 is 0.509.

In order to evaluate the damage effectiveness of the attacked target, the target damage
effectiveness is calculated using the hit probability of the warhead fragment formed by the
projectile explosion and the game gains of the projectile and the target and calculate the
target damage probability. According to the projectile strategy set (0.485,0,0,0,0,0.515,0,0)
and the target strategy set (0,0,0.491,0,0,0.509,0), we use the quantization state of warhead
fragment damage velocity and normalized state of projectile revenue to calculate the target
damage probability, Figure 4 shows the distribution target damage probability under the
game hybrid strategies.
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Figure 4. The distribution of target damage probability under the quantization state of warhead
fragment damage velocity and normalized state of projectile revenue.

Under the same projectile and target strategy set of Figure 4, Figure 5 gives the distri-
bution of target damage probability between the quantization state of warhead fragment
number and normalized state of projectile revenue.

Figure 5. The distribution of target damage probability under the quantization state of warhead
fragment damage velocity and normalized state of projectile revenue.

From Figures 4 and 5, it can be found that the target damage effect is different under
different warhead fragment damage velocities and fragment numbers when the two sides’
revenue are different. The target damage probability is determined jointly by the projectile
attacker and the target defender. The calculation results verify the rationality of the model
of offensive/defensive game target damage assessment strategy.

In order to make the verification of the paper clearer and more reasonable, based
on the same premise of the explosive position of the projectiles, we calculate the damage
strategy of three projectiles attacking two ground armored targets. Assume that the value
matrix of three projectiles is va = [25,27,29], and the interval estimated value matrix of
target is vb = [35.7,42.8]. The projectile attack strategy set is {x1, x2, · · · , x18}, and the
target defense strategy set for projectile attack is {y1, y2, · · · , y18}. The damage probability
of the target when the two projectiles attack the two ground armored targets and the
defense probability of the two targets defending against the three projectiles are shown in
Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
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Table 3. Damage probability of the target when the three projectiles attack the two targets.

pij
Target Damage Probability

Target 1 Target 2

Target on defense
Projectile 1 (0.32, 0.35) (0.34, 0.36)
Projectile 2 (0.28, 0.31) (0.26, 0.28)
Projectile 3 (0.35, 0.38) (0.33, 0.37)

Target is under attack
Projectile 1 (0.67, 0.69) (0.69, 0.71)
Projectile 2 (0.62, 0.66) (0.64, 0.65)
Projectile 3 (0.68, 0.71) (0.72, 0.74)

Table 4. Probability of the two targets defending against the three projectiles.

p’
ij

Defense Probability

Projectile 1 Projectile 2 Projectile 3

Projectile attack
target

Target 1 (0.11,0.14) (0.13,0.16) (0.12,0.15)
Target 2 (0.16,0.19) (0.17,0.21) (0.16,0.20)

Projectile ineffective
attack target

Target 1 (0.24,0.27) (0.25,0.29) (0.22,0.26)
Target 2 (0.32,0.37) (0.30,0.34) (0.33,0.36)

According to the payment function model of projectile and target under the uncertain
information established by Formula (8), based on the damage interval probability of the
projectile attacking the target and the defense probability of the target obtained, through
calculation, we can get an 18 × 18-dimensional confrontation game payment matrix of the
three projectiles and the two targets. Using the particle swarm optimization algorithm,
we can obtain the Nash equilibrium solution of the projectile side mixed strategy through
simulation calculation, which is x = (0,0,0,0,0.362,0,0,0.418,0,0,0,0,0, 0.837, 0,0,0.688,0). That
is, the probabilities of the 5th strategy x5, the 8th strategy x8, the 14th strategy x14 and
the 17th strategy x17 of the projectiles are 0.362, 0.418, 0.897 and 0.688, respectively, and
the probabilities of other strategies are 0. Namely, the strategy probability of x5 is 0.362
when Projectile 2 attacking Target 1 in an invalid state, Projectile 1 and Projectile 3 attacking
Target 2; the strategy probability of x8 is 0.418 when Projectile 3 attacking Target 1 in an
invalid state, Projectile 1 and Projectile 2 attacking Target 2; the strategy probability of x14
is 0.897 when Projectile 1 and Projectile 3 attacking Target 1, Projectile 2 attacking Target 2
in an invalid state; the strategy probability of x17 is 0.688 when Projectile 2 and Projectile 3
attacking Target 1, Projectile 1 attacking Target 2 in an invalid state. At the same time, for
the target strategy set (0,0,0.283,0,0,0.537,0,0,0, 0,0,0.453,0,0,0.466,0,0,0), the probability of
adopting the third, the sixth, the 12th and the 15th strategies for target defense are 0.283,
0.537, 0.453 and 0.466, respectively, and the others are 0. In other words, the strategy
probability of selecting Target 1 using effective defense Projectile 1, and Target 2 using
invalid defense Projectile 2 and Projectile 3 is 0.283; the strategy probability of selecting
Target 1 using effective defense Projectile 2, and Target 2 using invalid defense Projectile 1
and Projectile 3 is 0.537; the strategy probability of selecting Target 1 using effective defense
Projectile 1 and Projectile 2, and Target 2 using invalid defense Projectile 3 is 0.453; the
strategy probability of selecting Target 1 using effective defense Projectile 1 and Projectile 3,
and Target 2 using invalid defense Projectile 2 is 0.466.

6. Conclusions

Considering the damage problem of offensive/defensive game under projectile and
target intersection based on uncertain information, this paper takes the projectile and target
as Participant 1 and Participant 2 of the game and studies a damage strategy method of the
projectile and target intersection offensive/defensive game according to the basic principle
of two-person zero-sum non-cooperative game theory. The main conclusions can be drawn
as follows. Focused on the value information of both the projectile and the target, the
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gain function of the projectile attacking the target and the gain cost function of the target
defense are established. At the same time, a payment matrix of the confrontation game
between projectile and target is formed by introducing the distance cost function of the
intersection of projectile and target. Through using particle swarm optimization algorithm
and interval number multi-attribute scheme ranking mechanism, the solution method
of game Nash equilibrium under uncertain information environment is presented. The
damage effectiveness of the target under different strategies is calculated according to the
damage probability of the projectile attacking the target and the probability data of the target
defending the projectile. The calculation results show that when the offensive/defensive
strategy of missile-target intersection changes, the damage effectiveness of the target
changes, especially when multiple projectiles attack the same target. The greater the benefit
of a projectile attack, the more obvious the damage effect of the target. The new method
of attack and defense game damage strategy proposed in this paper can provide new
ideas for weapon damage tests and test evaluation. The research of this paper has a high
development prospect.
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